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                                            correction of the secondTerm English exam 2ALLE 

 A/-Comprehension  (7pts) 

 

 1)-Are these statements “true” or “false”? (1.5pts) 

a) True 

b) False 

c) True 

2)-Answer the following questions according to text:(3pts) 

a-the most important thing is intelligent 

b-agriculture was the birth of civilizations 

c- cars brougt many things:the conditions of traveling, commercial relations and cultural contacts 
among nations 
3)- Who or what do the underlined words refer to in the text:(2pts) 
   they (§2)   inventions   /      its(§4)  The creation of the car        /    them(§5)  things     

4)  choos a right title to the text  (0.5pt) 

What would have happened without science?  

B/-Text Exploration: (8pts) 

1-Find in the text words that are opposite in meaning to the following: (1pts)  

a)-same (§1)≠various          /           b)-partial(§2)≠large   

c)- retreat(§3)≠progress        /         d)- fall (§4)≠soared 

2-Find in the text words whose definitions are : (1pt) 

        a field of activity or operation (§2) =  agriculture  

• A long and distinct period of history (§4)= century 

3-Classify the following words in the table:(1pt) 

   disappeared- various – official –  civilization 

       prefix                  Root       Suffix 

dis 
/ 
 

appear 
vary 
office 
civilize 

ed 
  ous  
ial 
ation 

 4- Give the correct form of the verbs in brackets: (3pts) 

• Archeologists wouldn't have known anything about the Egyptian civilization if these last hadn't 

left behind them the pyramids. 

• If  the Algerian desert are covered with vegetation most people will go to live there. 

• Mathematics wouldn't have reached a high level if the Greeks had not developed it when they 

had been a powerful nation. 

5)-Rewrite sentence (b) so that it means the same as sentence (a): (0.5pt) 
         b.  In the future, the everything will be done by robots  

5-Ask question on the underlined words: (0.5pt) 

from what is science fiction taking its ideas and concerns? 

6- Circle the stressed syllable: (1pt)  

 invention /      produce./       technology/   scientific    

part two ;written expression :5pts 
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